Ruffled Burp Cloth Tutorial
This ruffled burp cloth coordinates perfectly with the Nursing Nook sewing pattern and,
together, a nursing cover and matching burp cloth would make a great baby shower gift! This
burp cloth is simple to make and so cute when it’s finished.

Supplies:
•
Cloth Diaper of your choice (mine measured approx 14” x 16”)
•
Fabric 1 for the ruffle – a strip measuring 3” x 28”
•
Fabric 2 – a strip measuring 2” x width of cloth diaper + 1”
Example: my cloth diaper was about 14” wide so I cut the fabric strip 2” x 15”
•
Matching Thread

Directions:
1. For the ruffle, turn short sides and bottom edge of fabric 1 strip ¼” (so wrong sides are
together) and press. Turn another ¼” and press.

2. Stitch along the bottom hem edge (not the sides as they will be stitched later on).

3. Baste the top unfinished edge of the ruffle using the longest stitch length on your
machine. Be sure to backstitch at the beginning and leave a thread tail at the end for
pulling the gathers.

4. Gather the unfinished edge by pulling only the top thread tail. Gather until the ruffle
measures the same as the cloth diaper. In my example, the cloth diaper was 14” so I
gathered the ruffle until its length was also 14”.

5. Position the ruffle at one end of the cloth diaper where desired. Adjust the gathers and pin
the sides and top of the ruffle to the cloth diaper. (On this burp cloth, I left a little bit of the
diaper exposed but on the other burp cloth, the ruffle was right to the edge of the diaper)

6. Stitch the ruffle to the diaper beginning at the bottom of one side. Stitch up the side and
across the top (sewing over the basting stitches), ending at the bottom of the other side.

7. Next, lay the fabric strip right side down on the cloth diaper.

8. Turn the top and bottom sides of the strip ¼” (wrong sides together) and press.

9. Using the cloth diaper as your guide, turn one short edge of the strip so that it is even with
the cloth diaper. Press. Repeat with the other short side.

10. Pin the strip to the cloth diaper so that it overlaps the raw edges and stitches of the ruffle.
Topstitch around all four sides of the strip to finish.

11. Topstitch all edges of the strip to finish.

Here is another picture of the finished burp cloths:

